Turkey Joins Roosevelt, Churchill Conference

Russians Gain on Zuamenhaus, Germans Attack in North

Liberator Bosschere Blasts Jap Anchor

Hannah Dedicates MSC Honor Roll to Spartan Dead

Wolverine Pix

Test of Campus Celebrities Tells Chances of Being BWOC, BWRC

Opposition to a possible anti-bigotry bill in Congress is shown by a Democratic Congresswoman who is meeting with friends in a Washington area hotel.
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THE LESS SAID...
By NEVA ACKERMAN

This column is published weekly in the Michigan State News. It is devoted to the discussion of matters of interest to students and to the general public.

Spartans at War

We are in the midst of a time when the United States is engaged in a war of national survival. The lives of millions are at stake, and we must do all we can to support our country in this time of need.

Army Restrictions Serve Purpose

In order to ensure the safety of our military personnel and to maintain discipline, the army has imposed certain restrictions on its personnel. These restrictions are necessary to ensure the safety and security of our military personnel.

If It's Flowers...

See Jewett's
Whether you're for a birthday, a wedding, anniversary, or a party, we will have them.

Jewett's
128 W. Grand River
REID MILLIGAN, Manager

STATE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
DEPT. OF MICHIGAN STATE COLLEGE

Don't Forget!
Family Cards
Sweetheart Cards
Box Assortments
Gift Wrapping
Ribbon
Seals

Pennants
Pillows
Diaries
Desk Calendars

STATE COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Near the Peoples Church
Hours: Monday Through Friday 8:00-6:00, Saturday"
Ailies Drive on German Line to Dominate Road to Rome

American Repulse Nazi Counterattack.

The waging of the battle for the control of the transition to the airfield at Poitiers is evidence of the German Ailies' determination to conquer the air by any means necessary. The American Repulse of the Nazi attack on Poitiers marked a turning point in the war, and the Ailies are now poised for a counterattack on the German Ailies' airfield at Poitiers.

Sigmund Romberg to Feature Own Compositions

Dr. Schulz Speaks on Orientation

VWCA to Meet Tomorrow

The VWCA will be meeting tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. in the Commons. The meeting will be held to discuss the plans for the upcoming orientation week. Dr. Schulz will be speaking about the importance of orientation week for the students. The meeting is open to all students, and all participants will be rewarded with refreshments.

Membership of Women's Glee Club Surpasses Three-Fold Mark

Dr. Schulz Speaks on Orientation

The membership of the Women's Glee Club has surpassed three-fold mark. The club has grown significantly, and the members are now preparing for a special performance. The club is looking forward to showcasing their talents and united efforts on stage.

Have a "Coke" = Swell work, Leatherneck

Dr. Schulz Speaks on Orientation

The title of the performance is "Have a 'Coke' = Swell work, Leatherneck." The show is about celebrating a victory at home and the importance of teamwork. It is a symbol of the American way of life, and the performance has become a symbol of the American spirit.

Christmas Is Coming

This year, the ad suggests it's time to start looking for gifts—small, medium, and practical gifts for friends and members of the family. The list of gifts can be found in the State News.
Bombers Blast at Jap-held New Britain

Ground Fights Slacken, Americans Enlargen

Ray Bridgehead

New Zealand, Dec. 1 — Allied forces suffered five dead and 10 wounded yesterday in a battle between New Zealand and Jap forces which have been firing and probing on new British-held land.

A spokesman said three New Zealand planes were shot down in the attack on the Jap-held New Britain. Four New Zealand planes were shot down in return.

Amid growing tension, the Jap forces have been shelling New Britain island, but now the New Zealand forces have been helped by the New Zealand forces which have been shelling the Jap-held New Britain.

The New Zealand forces have been shelling the Jap-held New Britain.

New Zealand forces have been shelling the Jap-held New Britain.

Students to Discuss Home Furlough Program

Students at the University of Michigan are planning to discuss the home furlough program at a meeting tonight.

The program, which allows students to return home for a limited period, has been approved by the university administration.

A major concern is the possibility of being kept in quarantine for a period of time.

The students are expected to discuss the program in detail.

Army Units to Get Holiday Furloughs

Orders concerning the home furlough program for all military personnel in the Army were released yesterday.

The orders state that all military personnel will be considered for home furloughs, but that the decision will be made by each commanding officer.

Workers are encouraged to apply for home furloughs as early as possible, but must be approved by their commanding officer.

Quartz Crystals

Before the war Bell Laboratories' scientists found that quartz crystals could be used to work in such a way that pieces of copper and iron were carried on the same frequency of sound waves at one time.

Now with strategic metals scarce, the Bell Laboratories have manufactured six million crystals of copper and iron at a cost of 96,000. These tiny crystals are helping to provide communication for each pound used.

They are being used on the battle fronts, too. Western Electric has manufactured five million quartz crystals for use in the dependable communications equipment used by the Armed Forces.

In the better days ahead this experience will be used to directed toward keeping this country's telephone system the best in the world.

Bell Telephone System

War calls keep Long Distance lines busy

...That's why your call may be delayed.